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Settle 
Future of Travelling Community

The world current situation is that people in many countries are 
stuck at home, working, studying and socializing. According to the 
survey data, most people are eager to get out of their homes or the 
environment where they are tired of staying. For my programme 
statement, the main target is Irish travellers and people who want to 
travel in the future. 

As free travel becomes more and more popular, more and more people 
have joined this group. Base on the study about travelling community, 
travellers have a relatively clear classification, the Irish traveler group 
is one of the most significant organizations. Judging from the historical 
documents record, Irish travelers have had fight for their equality 
social status and human rights to be travelers for centuries, as the 
time goes by, more and more people recognize this organization, as 
the development of equal society, the governments have rewritten the 
law for the travelling community many times. The government has 
recognized the Irish travelling community as a national minority, with 
its own heritage and culture.

According to this trend and the world actuality, my personal 
speculation for travelling community in the next few years is that 
there might be more and more people would like to join this travel 
group, travel is one of the choices for change. Nowadays, with more 
and more advanced technology transportation, people can have a 
high-quality life experience on their travels, so I further speculate that 
people would have more and more acceptance of travel associations as 
they have receive the advantages from their own trips.

In my programme, The nomadic life of the Irish traveller will be 
an entry point for people to get to know an ethnic minority while 
generating interest in the life of travel, as well as building a friendly 
bridge of communication and sharing culture. Base on all the study 
and speculation, the intention of my design is going to be focused on 
the culture of travelers, considering the policy, transportation and 
other affects. The Brighton Biennale is the first venue location to 
exhibit the new idea!
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Travel The World [Collage 2]
Credit to Author @A1

The frictions between settled community and travelling 
community are becoming one of the siginificant social 
situation currently. The future development of travelling 
community is difficult to control, but I think we can start 
from the existing problems or needs to predict how the 
future progress can be made. 

These two collages represent the central idea I want to 
illustrate. Everyone has his own attitude towards life 
and life habits. Based on what I have learned about the 
nomadic lifestyle of travelers, their primary need seem 
like to be 'social tolerance'. Some people are born to be 
travelers. In nowadays society where everyone seeks 
equality,  I think the future of travelers maybe should no 
longer confined to a small world of their own, thus they 
would be more understood by the public.

Technology has also given people around the world the 
opportunity to see what others say online about the 
nomadic life, both good and bad. The inspiration of this 
collage is the INS page which called #vanlife, and some 
comments under the Gypsy travellers' van life, when I 
read this comments and watch these photographs, I felt 
somthing.

[The future of the Travelling community]



The Brighton Venues Location Map 
Scale 1:15000     @A1



The Old Steine Gardens Venue Original Plan 
Scale 1:250     @A1     

O l d  S t e i n e  G a r d e n s  S u r r o u n d i n g s 
Experience (Address: BN1 1NH)

The map is showing the details of gardens and surrounding 
buildings. The old steine garden which located in the middle 
of groups of seaside buildings is a public leisure place, there 
are sidewalks on all sides. The main transportations are buses 
and cars, many people also walk and ride bikes to travel the 
Brighton City. My main exhibition will be located at a. part of 
the old steine gardens. 

The photographs (credit to myself) on the right side are 
embodying the scenes and atmosphere of the old steine area. 
For my emerging programme, this venue location could allow 
visitors easily have interactions with other people and share 
experiences.

The reasons for venue choice:
1. The old steine garden is located the center of brighton
2. Many festivals were hold in this place
3. The area is easy for various trasportations
4. Local citizens and tourisms would always pass by
5. The surroundings and my programme might have culture 
shock

[Photographs credit to Author]
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a. Main venue exhibition area

b. Cafe shop next to the venue

c. Brighton Victoria Fountain

d. A Central Bus Station 

e. Main road to the City Center

f. Brighton Buses



Site Audit : Exsiting Materials at Old Steine 
Gardens [Phtotgraphs credit to Author]

Grey Concrete Bricks 
Location:  Garden Pathway 
Floor 

White Concrete Bricks 
Location:  Garden Pathway 
Floor 

Sewage Manhole Cover 
[Ironwork]
Location:  Garden Pathway 
Floor 

Fine Stone Cement 
Location:  Garden Pathway 
Floor 

Bricks
Location:  Garden Pathway 
Floor, around the flower bed

Tables and Chairs
Location: Cafe shop in the 

Gardens

Street Light
[Ironwork]
Location: Aside the Garden 
pathway

Street Light Foot
[Ironwork]
Location: Aside the Garden 
pathway

Old Steine Garden Sketch 
Drawing

White Wall Paint
Location: Cafe shop Walls

Grass and Soil
Location: Gardens Grass Area

Small Blocks of Stone
Location:  Garden Pathway 
Floor 

Grass

Fine Stone Cement Floor

White concrete
Park bench placement

Cafe Shop Double-decker Bus

Street Light



Settle Exhibition Detail Plan 
[location: Old Steine Gardens]
1:50     @A1 

Main Road

Garden Pathways

Old Steine Gardens' Grass Area

Exhibition Roof 

Exhibition Platform Floor

Caravan Floor
Scrolls

Furniture placement Area

Furniture Hang Up 
House Stairs
Concrete Ped

Tree

Audience Platform

Victorian House Plan Outline

Caravan Plan Outline



Settle Exhibition Poster @A2

This is a new kind of exhibition, which 
will bring you a different life experience.
V i s i t o r s  h ave  t h e  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o 
knowabout the culture of the travelers, 
and have opportunities to express ideas 
and build friendships with others.VISITORS could  have  IMMERSIVE 

EXPERIENCE

CARAVAN features are exhibiting by 

DIFFERENT WAY

FURNITURES are able to be moved by the 

VISITORS in the area, if they want to 

AUDIENCE STAGE allow people to sit a
nd 

they can bring thier own things to work

WRITE THINGS and SHHARE IDEAS

Leave a note on the audience platform

WRITE THINGS and SHHARE IDEAS

People could DRAW or WRITE anthing on 

the FABRIC

Activity Diagram



Settle Exhibition Elevation 
 1:50   @A3

A-1

A-1

A-2

Settle Exhibition Elevation 
 1:50   @A3

A-2
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Constellation Map 
[The Future of Trvelling Community]



The Irish Travelling community History Timeline

There are many kinds of travellers around the world, I have chosen Irish(Gypsy) Travellers as my main 
reaserch target is becasue of my interest, and I think their cultural heritage is relatively complete.

According to my research about the history development of the travelling community, the speculation 
of the future of them is showing by red in the timeline. 



T h e  t w o  F a m i l i e s 
INTERACTION
---Irish Traveller Family 
and Brighton local settled 
family

The members of  the two 
fami ly  are  s imi l ar,  I r ish 
Travellers are a couple and a 
pet dog; Brighton local family 
members are a couple and 
their one child, and a pet dog.

A Short Story



Movable Houses Functional Typology

Interior Spatial Plan 
Arrangements

Caravans and 
Movable house

Bed Area

Toilet 

Rest Area

The listed houses are all able to 
move to different places, normally 
travellers are the main 'resident', 
the location usually change after a 
period.

Vehicle Vans Boat Houses



Building Components [Victorian Terrace House] Building Components [Modern and Traditional 
travellers' caravan]



The Exhibit 'Typical' Furnitures 3d models 
[Victorian House Furniture and Caravan 

Features, and some gypsy traditional craft 
design]

3D Model Furniture Component 
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In my programme, furnitures are important display 
part. To compare the lifestyle of settled local family and 
traveller family, these element are significant. Visitors 
would find similarities and differences while they look 
around in 'Settle' Exhibition. 

The exhibition furniture may be changed as the location 
change. Base on this is travelling exhibition, the 
compare family will be changed according to the local 
typical houses.
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This Collages are presenting my idea about 
the exhibition content and setting. 

The location of the programme is old steine 
gardens; the presentation of the exhibition is 
immersive; the content on display is related 
to the traveler's life; the significance of the 
exhibition is to let the public have some 
knowledge about the group of travelers, so as 
to establish a healthy social relationship.



O
ld Steine Gardens and Settle Exhibition 3D

 
D

raw
ing    @

A2
[Tour Guide]

Groups of city buildings and houses

Main Road Access to City Center and Seaside

Bus Road

Garden Walking Pathways

Cafe Shop

Settle Exhibition

Victoria Fountain

Trees

The whole area is Old Steine Gardens

ACCESSES

ACCESSES

This way toward to the seaside



Daylighting Experiment

On the whole and details of the design, this sketches presented 
is after a variety of thinking conclusions. I wanted to show the 
contrast between different lifestyles and show that travelers'   
culture and life. Considering that this exhibition is not in one 
place for a long time, I think lightweight materials and simple 
design are more appropriate. In order to attract the attention 
of the visitors, prominent small details need to be added. These 
are parts of my considerations while I design.

The path of the sun is important for a building, and the 
shadow of the sun can provide a great atmosphere. Thus 
for the walls around the exhibition platform, I intend 
to use materials that would allow light to pass through, 
like a canvas that was a little bit transparent. 
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Obeservation about Matrials in Brighton 
[Photographs Credit to Author]

Design Inspirations
[Figures from Online]

[Brighton 'Typical' House:Average Victorian Terrace house]
[Wood Structure nearby The Beach]
[Net Decoration]
[Cafe outside Shade Awning]

When I see the application of these materials in life, I think 
about how to use these similar materials in my design. The 
weight, style and usefulness of these materials are all my 
considerations.

[Van awning]

[Chinese Scroll Painting]

[Electric Roll Sliding Door]

[Sushi Roll]

Easy to make, easy to store, can be customized

Easy to make, easy to store, can be customized
easy to paint on

Hard to make large size, hard to store, can be 
customized
hard to paint on, easy to roll up, great fixablity, 
not light weight

Easy to find material to make large size, easy to 
store, can be customized, hard to paint on, easy 
to roll up, light weight , caravan feature



Material Instructions Decision
【Brighton]

The listed materials are my first choice of construction 
material for the exhibition structure. These materials 

are selected by after comparing with other materials. I 
think these materials can well reflect my ideas.



Design code  [A]  Foundation Construction Instruction

A - 1 A - 4

A - 2 A - 5

A - 3 A - 6

T h e  s t r u c t u r e  r e m a i n s 
unchanged on the Parade Road

Victorian House Floor
Timber

Gypsy craft Design Patterns
Floor Drawing

The structure change base 
on the local average 'typical' 
house

Material [Concrete pads] 

Material [Timber Floor Joist] 

Material [Timber Floor Joist] 

The Audience Platform floor joist 
Follow the shape

Each
Vertical Timber Floor Joist x5
Each
Horizontal Timber Foor Joist x2

One meter interval

5 Workers+3 hours 6 Workers + 2 hours

The stairs

 2 Workers + 1 hour

Victorian 
H o u s e 
Plan 1:1
[ 2 D 
Drawing]

Caravan 
Plan 1:1
[ G y p s y 
C a r p e t 
Pattern]

 2 Workers + 2 hours

4 Workers + 3 hours

A

B

x5

x2

5 Workers + 2 hours



Design code  [B]  Exhibition Floor Settings Design code  [C]  Rules and Activity instruction Design code  [D]  Transportation and 
Aftercare about Venue

B - 1 C - 1 D - 1

C - 2 D - 2

B - 2

Scrolls to hang up around

T h e  V i c to r i a n  Fu r n i t u re s  a n d  O t h e r 
Furnitures could be displayed by the visitor

Scale of the Furniture: 2 : 1
[The Size of the furnitures will be larger than 
the standard size]

The furniture design might change as the 
location of the 'Settle' Exhibition is changed

MAINLY ACCORDING TO LOCAL 'TYPICAL' 
HOUSE FURNITURES' STYLE

Right to use the OLD STEINE GARDENS as exhibition site

Right to construction

Right to stay for a month

Right to play Gypsy Music

Right to collect local materials

Right to let the car drive into the garden

Right to share travellers culture

Right to held a celebration

Right to park cars

Right to build 9 meter tall columns

Right to display some waste containers

Container truck

The Audience platform materials, caravan 
f loor materials ,  furnitures and some 
decorations could be used at next location.

The fabric inside the scroll could be removed 
and preserved.

The grass could be replanted or the mark 
could be left

The gardens must be clean after the festival

All the garbage cans should be clean and 
returned

Visitors allow to draw or write their thoughts on the fabric 
scroll

Visitors allow to see everything by free

Visitors allow to sit or bring their own stuff to sit on the 
audience platform

Visitors allow to leave a note or other paper writing hang 
up around the audience platform
[The opinions or thoughts about different lifestyles]

Visitors allow to display the furnitures

Visitors allow to take pictures

Visitors allow  to share their experience on social media

Visitors have to keep the place clean, take away all the self-
left-garbage

Visitors have chance to know about travellers life story

Display some on the exhibition 
platform randomly

4 Workers + 4 hours

4 Workers + 4 hours

A

B
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Settle Exhibition Platforms 3D Model 
Development



Physical Model Experiment
Scale 1:50  

[Furniture scale: 1:25]

Physical model component diagram

The availability of experimental materials in the 
process of making the model is what I intend to 
find out. The reson I decide the furniture as large 
size is because I think people could have different 
feelings when they see something different then 
'normal' .



In this exhibition, visitors can see local Victorian furniture 
[Brighton local] and Irish/Gypsy Traveller caravan features 
through the translucent walls. One of the walls will be a fabric/
canvas wall, which will be drawn with the pattern of a victorian 
terrace house[front elevation], and visitors can write their 
feelings and ideas on the canvas wall. The furniture on display 
is oversized[Larger than the standard size] and I intend to give 
visitors a more immersive experience. The caravan floor map is 
within the average typical house floor[victorian terrace house] 
plan in Brighton, and the two are integrated together. I intend 
to express that there is something in you, there is something in 
me, and we have something in common.

Understanding the lifestyle of travelers, sharing the public's 
ideas, and thus establishing friendly social friendship are what 
I think future travelers need --- according to what I know about 
traveler's life, from online videos, articles, news and so on. In 
addition, people in travel groups enjoy and love their nomadic 
travel life. Therefore, the central significance of this exhibition 
is to let the public know more about travelers in such a way of 
contrast, instead of blindly evaluating them.

Digital Model AXO diagram and perspectives
[Settle Exhibition]



3D Model Component Diagram



Digital 3D 'Settle' Exhibition Perspective



Settle Exhibition Lanscape  @A1

SETTLE
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Future
After Ten Years

Br
ig

ht
Every individuals have variety of lifestyles. In this era of diversified global development, 
it is necessary to understand diversified cultures and not to close ourselves off. The 
nomadic life of traveling groups is also a way to spread multiculturalism. A peaceful 
society and common progress are the prospects of the future of society. The life of 
technological development also allows the world to spread information more widely. 
Everyone will meet with difficulties sometimes. In short, we should solve the problem 
we face. Survival of the fittest.




